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ABSTRACT
Pre-entry screening of applicants for the Marine Corps Officer
Candidates Program consists of interviews, intelligence testing,
medical examination, review of academic records, and consideration
of third person character recommendations. Post- entry screening is
conducted at the Officer Candidate School, Quantico, Va. , and evalu-
ates leadership potential through assessment of academic capability,
physical fitness, adaptability, motivation and demonstration of leader-
ship traits. Attrition from all causes at OCS generally varies from
20-30 per cent. In this study, the California F = Scale was administered
to 100 Marine Corps second lieutenants at The (Officers) Basic School,
Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va. , to establish a control mean and
standard deviation, and to a group of officer candidates before beginning
the screening course. The purpose was to determine if a personality
type test could be useful in the pre-entry screening out of potentially
unsuccessful candidates. Based on analysis of the F-Scale and Sub-
scale results and assigned grades and ratings of officer candidate sub-
jects after five weeks of screening, non- cognitive testing would assist
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The Marine Corps draws its officer corps from a variety of
sources, but the majority of officer candidates are drawn from
the civilian college population. The largest groups are screened
while they are actually in college , attending one or two six-week
courses during their undergraduate life. Members of the NROTC
attend only one six-week course, while members of the Platoon
Leaders Class attend two. In addition to these two groups, which,
like the service academies, are long lead-time programs, Officer
Candidate Classes are conducted for recent college graduates to
provide for same year (fiscal year) procurement and commissioning.
The only Marine Corps officers who do not pass through the
screening process at Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Virginia,
are service academy graduates, Marine Aviation Cadets, and a few
Distinguished Military Graduates of Army and Air Force ROTC
units
.
In all, approximately 85% of all Marine officers are processed
as candidates at Marine Corps Schools.
Unless otherwise noted, this paper deals with the Officer
Candidate Class (OCC) program. In general, a successful applicant
must meet prescribed age, citizenship, moral, and medical

qualifications. In addition, he must possess a baccalaureate degree from
an accredited institution in a field other than medicine or theology;
achieve a prescribed score on an Officer Qualification Test (intelli-
gence/achievement); be recommended by responsible citizens; be recom
mended for acceptance by a Marine Officer Selection Officer after an
interview; and approved by a review board at the appropriate Marine
District, and in some instances, a similar board at Headquarters,
U. S. Marine Corps.
Normally, classes are convened twice each fiscal year, in
September and March. Applications are solicited and accepted through
out the year and successful applicants are enlisted in the Marine Corps
Reserve and carried on the inactive reserve rolls until convening of
the next Officer Candidate Class at which time they are ordered to
"active duty for training" for purposes of physical examination and
then, if passed, to active duty as officer candidates. Candidate status
is terminated by either commissioning as a second lieutenant in the
Marine Corps Reserve or disenrollment. Candidates who are disen
rolled for reasons other than medical have a two year active duty
obligation which must be fulfilled prior to release. Candidates who
are commissioned assume a three year active duty obligation and are
offered opportunities from time to time to apply for regular commissions
in the Marine Corps. An important exception to the above active duty
obligation applies to Aviation Officer Candidates who agree to serve for




NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 1
The Marine Corps makes extensive use of psychological testing
techniques in the screening of officer candidates at the Officer
Candidate School , Marine Corps Schools, Quantaco, Va. However,
during the officer selection process prior to the time the candidate
reports to active duty for the screening program, psychological screen
ing is limited to an interview by the Officer Selection Officer and a
review of various biographical data submitted by the candidate to the
Officer Selection Officer and a board of officers at the appropriate
Marine Corps District Headquarters, and, in some cases, a similar
board at Headquarters , U. S. Marine Corps.
The use of interviews in personnel selection has received a
great deal of attention in recent years and has come under increasing
attack from all sides. In commenting on recent studies in these areas
by Weiss, E. C. Webster of McGill University, and Sydiaha , S. B. Sells,
Department of Psychology and Institute of Behavioral Research, Texas
Christian University sums the matter by saying
More evidence has been added to the cumulative record of the
undesirability of the interview as a selection instrument,
A Note. The material relating to current procedures is based on
the writer' s experience during three years in the Military
Personnel Procurement Branch, Headquarters, Marine Corps, and
two years as Operations and Training Officer, OCS, MCS, Quantico,Va
^Farnsworth, P. R. (ed) Annual Review of Psychology, 1964 p. 404.

The generally recognized overall excellence of the officer corps
of the U. S. Marine Corps attests to the soundness of the techniques
used in the screening process at the Officer Candidate School and the
educational techniques employed by The Basic School where newly
commissioned officers receive their basic technical training.
Attrition of candidates at the Officer Candidate School can be
classified as follows:
a. NPQ - Not Physically Qualified. Although applicants are
examined physically upon enrollment in a program
:
they are also
examined upon reporting to Quantico to undergo screening. Since the
examination made at Quantico is more extensive than is often possible
during the enrollment process, and there is often a time lag of several
months between enrollment physical and the one at Quantico, dis-
qualifying physical defects are sometimes discovered which were not
detected, or developed subsequent to the initial physical. Since candi-
dates are carried in an "Reserve, active duty for training" category
prior to completion of the reporting physical , those found NPQ at this
stage are released from active duty with minimum complication for both
the individual and the government. During the course of the screening
program, two additional categories of NPQs develop. The first group
results from the physically strenuous nature of the screening program.
These are generally orthopedic in nature. The second group results
from the mental stress involved in the program and are generally

classified as "PN" (psychoneuroses). These are usually mild cases with
symptoms such as "lower back pain" , "stomach ache", "muscle cramps",
"black-out", etc. , for which medical officers can discover no organic
source. These latter cases present special problems, particularly in
the Officer Candidate Course in which disenrollment from the program,
unlike in the other major civilian source program, results, not in
release from active duty, but rather two years service as an enlisted
Marine. For, in many instances, when the individual is removed from
the stress of the screening program the symptoms disappear. This
results in a candidate who, though not physically qualified for service
as a commissioned officer, is qualified for service. Equitable
disposition of these cases is a continuing problem, discussion of which
is beyond the scope of this paper.
b. DOR - Drop, Own Request. Since the officer candidate pro-
gram is voluntary, a candidate may drop from the program at any time.
In these cases, every effort is made to determine the true reason
behind the action through exit interviews conducted by senior
,
experi-
enced officers of the Officer Candidate School. In view of the active
duty obligation associated with the officer candidate program, much less
use is made of this option than is the case in the PLC program in which
no active duty obligation is involved.
c. UNSAT Unsatisfactory. These are the individuals who meet
the basic legal, medical and administrative requirements for com-
missioning in the Marine Corps but who, during the course of the

screening program,
fail to possess or demonstrate the adaptability, academic
capability a physical fitness, or leadership potential necessary
to become commissioned officers in the Marine Corps.
Attrition from all causes generally runs between 20% 30% for
each OC class. There is no "built in" attrition at the Marine Corps
OCS. The rate tends to fluctuate with the size of the class, being
higher for larger classes, which leads to the conclusion that the more
selective the procedures can be in the initial evaluation of applicants
by the officer selection officer in the field and the District and Head-
quarters, Marine Corps boards, the lower will be the attrition rate
at OCS.
It follows that techniques which assist the Officer Selection Officer,
and/or the District and Headquarters boards, in assessing the proba
bility that a particular applicant will successfully complete the screen
ing course, and more important, serve effectively as a Marine Officer,
are highly desirable.
The reduction of the attrition percentage attributed to physiological
NPQs is under constant study and attack by the Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery. The UNSAT attrition arising from lack of "academic
capability" (despite the college degree requirement) is being attacked
through the use of the OQT and evaluation of college studies and grades
by the Selection Officer and applicant review boards.
1 Training and Test Regiment (OCS), MCS Quantico, Va. Regimental




The purpose of this paper is to consider the possibility that non-
cognitive (personality) testing of applicants might provide a vehicle
for attacking the psychological NPQ and adaptability UNSAT attrition
percentages
.
It must be recognized at the outset that the probability of total
elimination of such post- entry attrition by applicant screening and
testing is even more remote than the probability of the elimination of
post- entry physiological and academic capability attrition, and that no
matter what steps are taken in these areas, the magnitude of the attrition
percentage in all areas will continue to be a function of class size.
However, in view of the rising cost in both dollars and manpower
resources of attrition through post- entry screening, any relative
reduction of these percentage figures will be significant.

CHAPTER III
USE OF AND ATTITUDES TOWARD PERSONALITY TESTS
The purpose of this chapter is to survey the use of and attitudes
toward personality tests (with emphasis on paper and pencil, objective
type tests) on the part of business, civil service and the armed services
(except the Coast Guard) in the initial selection of personnel.
A survey of the current "state of the art" in personality evaluation
leads one to the conclusion that the wonder is not that there is so little
use of personality tests but that there is any use at all. It appears
that we become less certain every day just what we are accomplishing
in this field. In my opinion, this phase of psychological testing is the
victim of earlier success in the areas of intelligence and aptitude test-
ing. The unquestioned success of the psychologists in these areas has
led the operational personnel in the area under consideration to expect
the same sort of results in the vastly more complicated area of the
total personality. Each new development in personality testing has
certainly advanced our knowledge and the usefulness of such techniques
,
but too often at the expense of techniques previously held, by oper
ational personnel (despite warnings of psychologists), to be the answer.
Even a casual glance at reviews of personality research reveals
that there is as yet little agreement about which variables should
1be studied.
Messick, S. and Ross J. (eds) Measurement in Personality and
Cognition, p. 11

In view of the differences of opinions among psychologists about
not only how to measure, but also about what to measure, it is not
unexpected that among operational personnel attitudes and uses will
vary widely. The complexity of the situation was well summed up by
Andrew L. Comrey at a conference on personality measurement.
If we consider two investigators studying the personality factors
identifiable by means of questionnaires and inventories we might
find them differing significantly with respect to one or more of
the following procedures; kind of sample studied, type of item
written, factor complexity of the variables introduced into
analysis, size of sample, size of correlation matrix analyzed,
method of correlation used, method of factor extraction^ number
of factors extracted, and method of rotation. With so many
degrees of freedom perhaps one should be surprised to find any
agreement whatsoever between two independent investigators „ *
Two other factors exist which tend, for the operational individual,
to compound the apparent confusion among the professionals. The
first is the emotional, shot- gun criticism of personality testing per se
on the part of writers such as Whyte{l5jand Gross[4j. The second is
an outgrowth of the first, that not only are such tests unethical and
meaningless, but they can be rigged and individuals can and do cheat
on them to the extent that they become useless. Unfortunately, efforts
to contradict this latter charge will never receive the circulation of
the charge itself. The fact that this element (cheating) is less signifi
cant than these authors would have us believe is indicated by Shaws
study on the effectiveness of Whyte's "Rules on How to Cheat on
Personality Tests"[l6j and a study conducted by the Navy on the subject
of cheating on personality tests. One finding of this test was
ibid. p. 12

few students indicated a willingness to fake freely in an operational
situation, and most students stated that such faking as they might
engage in would tend to consist of 'shading' answers rather than
making arrantly false responses.
In view of these conditions, the extent of the use and continuing
interest in personality testing on the part of business and the armed
services is evidence of the underlying validity and usefulness of the
vehicle despite its recognized shortcomings and current limitations.
Business .
Understandably, committing a company to a testing program can
be disquieting. This is not only a matter of the general tendency
to resist change. There is also a technical jargon which prevents
complete understanding. And there is, to some degree , an
accepted reliance on concepts or on other people rather than on
one's own feelings in evaluating personnel.
Several factors influence the use of paper and pencil personality
testing by business firms. Two are size of the firm, and nature of
the industry. Most smaller firms tend to use standard tests available
from testing companies, while some of the larger firms have developed
special tests for their own particular use. Gross |4J identifies IBM,
Lever Brothers, Sears, and Standard Oil of New Jersey as firms
representative of the "do-it-yourself" school. However, regardless
of the type or construction of the test, all firms use them in con-
junction with an interview. It is this apparently common feeling that
personality tests are "something extra" rather than a basic tool that
^UPERS, Personality Test Faking: Technical Bulletin 60-13
^Souerwine, A. H. More Value From Personnel Testing, Harvard
Business Review. March, 1961. p. 130.
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limits their use. It is generally the last type of psychological test that
a company will adopt in its selection procedure.
In a recent study of 83 large corporations, test using companies
were asked to describe the tests used in their selection programs.
Mentioned by name were the Thurstone Temperament Schedule, and the
Gordon Personal Inventory. Only one company said it used the
Rorschach Inkblot Test. Several companies indicated that they liked
to test for interest and were using Kuder and the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank.
In addition to specific reasons for using tests like those mentioned
above, almost every company said it found tests helpful in the
interview process:
Company 77: We use tests as a signal.
Company 57: Tests are important as a tool of
interviewing and to point out problem areas.
Company 59: Tests are needed as an interview
guide
.
As to industrial categories, tests were most widely used by the
life insurance and merchandising companies in the study.
Perhaps the greatest limitation of personality tests for use in
business is that they make statistical rather than individual predictions.
Thus a pencil and paper tester may be able truthfully to tell
management that, if his tests are adopted, ' of every fifty apph
cants whom my tests pass, you can expect an adequate job per
formance from forty. Under your present selection methods
,
you can expect adequate job performance from twenty five 9. * . . .
He could not predict who those individuals would be.
Several things mitigate against really significant breakthroughs
in the use of personality tests for business selection of employees,
Sands, Edith. How To Select Executive Personnel, p. 121.
Leavitt, H. J. Managerial Psychology, p. 86.
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particularly executives. The first is the difficulty of identifying the
type individual who will be required on a continuing basis in view of
the changing and shifting demands of both technology and the economy.
Even for those companies of sufficient size and patience to take a
"locked box" approach to test structurings changing conditions might
well make the eventual results meaningless. For this reason, most
businesses that are test oriented are content to utilize the services of
professional testing organizations to augment their interviewing of
prospective personnel. Although not germane to this paper, there are
indications that some large companies are taking a greater interest in
projective testing in selecting and evaluating top level personnel within
the company. [6j [IT)
It would appear that the best hope for greater utilization of
personality tests, particularly on the part of smaller businesses, is
in the continuing research to determine the nature and methods of
measurement of the elements of the personality rather than "typing"
the personality. As I understand it, there is more and more research
along the lines of the "why" of answers on several standard tests than
on the "what".
Research involving response style may contribute to a more
systematic measurement in personality and may pay off handsomely
in helping to further the common ground between personality theory
and personality assessment.




In the light of accumulating evidence it seems likely that the major
common factors in personality inventories of the true-false or agree
disagree type s such as the MMPI and the California Psychological
Inventory, are interpretable primarily in terms of style rather than
specific content.
Assurance of continuing interest in utilization of personality test
ing by business lies in the fact that with all the shortcomings and criti
cism, such tests do assist in putting the right people in the right job
to a sufficient extent to justify their continued use and development.
Civil Service. I can find no evidence that the federal government
makes any use of personality tests in selecting its civilian personnel.
The fact that there is no centralized control over actual hiring (as
opposed to establishing job specifications) will probably prevent
adoption of such testing even though the attitude toward it should change.
Although several independent agencies use personality testing for
specific billets , i.e. the FBI, the Peace Corps, these generally go
far beyond objective pencil and paper tests of the type with which this
paper is concerned. Although I can find no official position on the
matter, our current texts indicate a general air of suspicion which
probably reflects the feelings of CSC officials.
Usually, the oral interview is preferred for measuring character-
istics of personality because written tests for this purpose have not
been found too satisfactory.
When the attitude is not one of suspicion, it tends toward distain.
2 ibid. p. 18.
7
Nigro, F. A. Public Personnel Administration, p. 185.
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-> As far as most shorttime personality testing is concerned,
. . .
the validity yet achieved is far from what a public jurisdiction
would require. *
It appears that the whole attitude toward personality in general
is negative as far as federal civil service is concerned. In a directory
of the requirements for civil service jobs, of the some 85 categories
listed, only a minority require even interviews. In these instances,
they were to be granted only after the applicant attained a certain
"cutting score" on intelligence and aptitude tests. y_0j
In view of the amount of effort devoted to counseling and employee
relations in the civil service, (requirements generated by circum-
stances arising out of "personality" situations) it would appear that
attention to personality prior to entry would be a fertile field for study.
Armed Services. All of the armed services have long had an
interest in the analysis and evaluation of personality. They have
traditionally provided the largest "laboratory" for the work of the
psychologists and psychiatrists, in the areas of aptitude and intelli=
gence testing as well as personality testing. However, their utili-
zation of the vast am unt of research which has been conducted has been
oriented more toward effective utilization of personnel rather than
initial selection. In other words, in the area of personality testing,
the major interest has been to develop predictors based on information
gained after entry into the service which would indicate future success
Stahl, O. G. Public Personnel Administration, p. 82.
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rather than concentrate on predictors usable prior to entry into the
service. In recent years , however, there has been a greater interest
in studies to identify and measure those elements of personality which
can be measured prior to entry into the service, particularly those
which indicate potential for service as an officer.
Army . The Army uses an Officer Leadership Qualification Inventory
(OLI-l).
;
which is a self-description blank, along with various other
forms, in selecting personnel to attend officer candidate school.
These instruments
are used to provide a standardized and convenient basis for deter-
mining objectively the relative leadership potential of a large
number of OCS applicants.
The development of this form was the result of approximately 15
years of research by the Army. It is interesting to note that all three
types of items, background, preferred choice pairs, and yes =no are
used in the test. (Keys or combination of keys of each type had given
fairly good validity.) The test consists of 30 background items, 120
preferred-choice pairs and 120 yes-no self description items. (28]
Air Force . The Air Force utilizes personality tests in personnel
selection to a higher degree than any other of the services and places
a reliance on these tests that is not found in any other area covered by
this chapter.
Their commitment to psychological testing (including the personality
!PRB Technical Research Note 100.
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type) is based on the following conclusions; they are good predictors of
success in pilot training; general intelligence tests are not very
efficient in this respect; the amount of education of an individual has
been found to be a relatively poor predictor of pilot success; and,
interview procedures cannot be used to replace or even to add validity
to psychological tests. [2 4] The Air Force's mistrust of the interview
is supported by a 1962 study by D. Sydiaha in which he
compared interviewers' predictions of responses of applicants
with actual applicant responses (accuracy scores), predictions
with interviewers' own responses (assumed similarity scores),
and responses of interviewers with those of applicants (similarity
scores); all three were collectively referred to as empathy
scores and their components indicated marked inter-interviewer
inconsistency, which was interpreted to mean that interviewers
tend to make errors by resorting to empathy as a basis of
decision making.
Sydiaha interpreted these results as arguing for
7
the practice of putting the decision on an explicit, actuarial
basis, rather than leaving it to the 'intuition' or 'common sense'
of the interviewer, in which case the decision making cues are
2
unspecified, unknown, or specific to the interviewer.
It is interesting to note that the interviewers on which he based his
study were chiefly Canadian Army personnel officers. [3]
The basic test battery currently used in Air Force Officer
Selection and classification is the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test.
The test takes just about one full day to administer and provides
fairly accurate measures of the aptitudes and interests believed to be
of major importance in most Air Force officer jobs.
Farnsworth, P. R.
,




That heavy reliance is placed on the personality phase of this test
is seen by the feeling regarding subsequent interview and the fact that
the single battery is considered sufficient for both selection and
classification.
Their continuing interest and belief in the usefulness of personality
testing is evidenced in the following conclusion of a report of psycho-
logical testing.
Development of motivation and personality tests related to pro-
ficiency in specificjob areas may increase precision of officer
classification and, perhaps, add to the effectiveness of officer
selection programs. *
Navy. With the exception of the FAR (Flight Aptitude Rating),
the Navy currently uses no personality type tests in their officer
selection procedures . However, like the other services, the Navy
has been engaged in research in this area for some time. One study
was made to evaluate certain non=intellectual trait variables as
predictors of peer ratings and other measures of performance at the
Naval OCS. The tests used in this study were: The Authoritarianism
Scale (California F Scale); The Rigidity Test; The Alport Ascendance-
Submission Scale; The Alport- Vernon Study of Values; and a Social
Situations Test developed by the authors of the study. The results were
that most of these tests did not show close enough relationship with
OCS performance measures to justify their adoption as predictor
instruments. However, the Rigidity Test and certain aspects of the
Personnel Laboratory, AF Personnel & Training Research Center.
Development Report AFPTRC TN-57-52.
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Authoritarianism Test (F = Scale) showed sufficient promise to justify-
further investigation. [18J
Continuous research is being conducted by the Navy to develop
and improve predictors of Officer Candidate Performance at the OCS,
Newport, R. I. and at subsequent duty stations. A current project
seeks to develop a biographical information blank to predict aspects
of OCS and fleet criteria not covered by the existing selection devices.
Previous research has indicated that biographical inventories
can measure factors which are important for success at OCS
and on the job.
Despite continuing research on personality tests, as late as 1 96
1
the Navy was still finding that the best predictor of success at OCS
was the Officer Qualification Test. [23]
Marine Corps, As with the Navy, Marine Corps investigations
as to personality prior to entry is limited to interviewing by Officer
Selection Officers and a graphic scale evaluation form submitted on
the subject by persons whom he lists as references, plus the FAR in
regards to aviation candidates.
During World War II and the Korean War, research was under-
taken to discover the personality elements which would point to
success as a Marine Officer.
A preliminary report of the study made during the Korean War
^UPERS Technical Bulletin 609. p. 1.
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indicated that the variables of drive level and maturity-
appear to be promising points of attack in planning future screen
ing programs .
This study also pointed out a problem that undoub'edly complicates
such studies in all the services; that of identifying with demonstrable
validity the characteristics relavent to officer success in any population
notably free from psychiatric illness. |24]
Among the various types of testing conducted on Officer Candidates
during the Korean War were: group administered Rorschach;
sociometric ratings; and the Thematic Apperception Test. [25]
Although a standardized battery of personality tests for use in
officer evaluation programs was developed in 1952, as far as I can
determine, they are not in use in the Marine Corps today.




TEST SELECTION AND ADMINISTRATION
Concept. Since "adaptability" is one of the elements which a
ca-ndidate must demonstrate to an acceptable degree during the screen-
ing program, and assuming that adaptability is in some respects a
function of personality, it would follow that there should be some
relationship between elements of personality of a group of second
lieutenants (successful candidates) and applicants who, subsequent
to screening, would also become second lieutenants. Conversely,
there should be some element or elements of personality which would
identify applicants who would not become successful candidates due to
a lack of similarity between the element in the applicant and in the
group of second lieutenants.
If a personality type test would be of use in pre-entry screening
of applicants, then a personality type test should be able to discrimi-
nate between successful and unsuccessful candidates. If a group of
second lieutenants were administered a test and these results used
to determine the mean and standard deviation against which scores of
new candidates on the same test could be compared, satisfactory
candidates should be more closely related to the control population
than would be unsatisfactory candidates.
To examine these possibilities required five steps. 1. Adminis-
tration of a test to 100 second lieutenants to establish a control group.
20

2. Testing of newly reported candidates prior to screening. 3. Deter-
mining the relationship of the individual candidate to the control group
of second lieutenants. 4. Obtaining a report of the results of the
screening process rating the individual candidates as to success or
failure as candidates. 5. Comparison of test results with screening
results to determine if any element of the test discriminated between
unsatisfactory and satisfactory candidates to any appreciable degree.
It was felt that if any such discrimination could be established it
would indicate that a non-cognitive test could be of assistance in pre-
entry screening of applicants.
Recognizing that "adaptability" may be both a function of
personality and motivation, it is suggested that a test designed to
measure "motivation" could have been used as well as one designed
essentially to measure elements of personality. In this regard, and
in view of the management skill desired in Marine Officers, the
recently completed, but as yet unpublished, study by Dr. John Miner
of the University of Oregon, Motivation to Manage and Management
Success » and its associated sentence completion test, on which
Dr. Miner reported at .the fifth annual meeting of the Western Academy
of Management in Monterey, California on 20 March 1964, may hold
considerable promise.
As mentioned earlier, the usefulness of psychological tools in
The test and its associated instruction booklet are currently
available from, and the study will be published about January, 1965, by
Springer Publishing Co. , New York.
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post=entry screening of candidates is well recognized by the Marine
Corps. During World War II, in studies conducted at Marine Corps
Schools, Quantico, Va . , Williams and Leavitt reported that
sociometric group opinion was a more valid predictor both of
success in Officer Candidate School and of combat performance
than several objective tests . . .
Peer ratings, leaderless group discussions, structured and
unstructured interviews , leaderless group structured problems , auto=
biographical essays, and problem solving exercises are all used during
the screening process
.
The relevance of selecting and structuring such tools for a specific
purpose is well summarized by Sells in his comment on staffing and
training
Personnel staffing and training focus primarily on providing the
organization with adequate numbers of qualified individuals to
perform the necessary tasks. To some extent, these functions
' filter and develop individual characteristics that embrace
personality and motivational variables related to effective
... -2
participation in group enterprises.
Several factors were considered in arriving at a choice of a test
to be used in this research. That there is no scarcity of commercially
available attitude and personality tests is indicated by the partial list=
ing of such tests in Appendix I. However, time and money were factors
in the choice of a test. In addition, lack of any research-supported
criteria relating personality to successful performance as a Marine
^Williams, S. B. and Leavitt, H. J . Group Opinion as a Predictor
of Military Leadership. Journal of Consulting Psychology, 1947, XI,p. 291




Officer dictated that the test be directed toward some element of the
personality that might be generally associated with such success a
priori. Separation from the subjects to be tested by the width of the
country required that the test chosen be of pencil and paper type,
easily administered, and, to minimize interference with training,
require a minimum amount of time for completion. Further, the
results would have to be of such a nature that they could be analyzed
by computer.
In view of the previous Navy experience with the F Scale and
on the advice of the faculty advisor, the California F-Scale, form
45-40 was chosen as a test vehicle.
In addition to the purely economic, time, and space consider-
ations, there were other factors which indicated that the F Scale
would be suitable for the purposes of this study. A large amount of
the initial testing accomplished in the development of the F- Scale
utilized college students as subjects, DJ and subjects to be tested for
this study were all recent college graduates.
Further, subsequent to the publication of "The Authoritarian
Personality" in 1950, a great deal of additional research was con-
ducted between 1950 and 1955 utilizing the F-Scale. To deal with
some of the problems associated with the relationship between
authoritarianism and acceptance of military ideology, French and
^UPERS Technical Bulletin 60-9. p. 1
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Ernest studied 186 airmen undergoing basic training. The F-Scale,
some items similar to the F-Scale, and a 'military ideology' scale
were administered once at the beginning of training and again at the
end of six weeks. Half of the subjects were tested under allegedly
anonymous conditions, while the other half signed their papers.
In accordance with their hypothesis they found that the relation-
ship was somewhat stronger when the items dealing with pro-
jectivity, sexual goings on, superstition, and so on, were
omitted; that is
v
when only the items dealing with attitudes
toward authority , conventionalism, and hard headedness were
used. This may be a clue to reasons for some of the unexpected
results found by others. Indeed, it may suggest that the F Scale
attempts to measure too much, at least insofar as military adjust
ment and leadership are concerned. It is also of interest that
the F- Scale responses were found to be unchanged by military
training, but subject to increase under pressure of the combi-
nation signing the papers and the first week of training.
Although there is no consensus on the ability of the F-Scale to
identify those elements of personality which tend to engender
adaptability to a series of changing situations, there is certainly
sufficient evidence to warrant assuming that certain groupings within
the scale are relevant to specific situations such as successful com-
pletion of military screening.
Since the purpose of this study was not to discover the validity
of a test, but only to determine if psychological testing might hold
promise as a means of improving the applicant screening process,
the structure of the F Scale, which yields, in effect, scores on 10




variables, was felt to provide the maximum possible chance for obtain-
ing such evidence as opposed to another test which might provide a
more specific measure, but of fewer variables.
However, I can only agree that
Although much work has been done using the F-Scale, one might
reasonably hesitate to recommend it as a 'practical 1 instrument
in applied settings.
Method. Cooperation in the testing phase of the study was requested
and received from the Commandant, Marine Corps Schools, Quantico,
Va. , and the Commanding Officers of the Officer Candidates School
and The Basic School at the same installation. (Appendix II)
2The California F-Scale (Form 40-45) was administered to two
groups at Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va. The first group
consisted of 100 second lieutenant students at The Basic School. All
members of this group entered the Marine Corps through the Officer
Candidates Course direct from civilian life. This group was used as
a base to develop the means and standard deviations with which the
individual scores of newly reported candidates of the 35th Officer
Candidates Class could be compared. Details on the selection of
the Basic School group and the test administration procedures are
contained in Appendix III.
The second group consisted of 83 newly reported Officer Candi-
dates. The questionnaires were administered during the first week
1
'ibid, p. 472
^Adorno, T. W. et al. The Authoritarian Personality, p, 255 257
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of training. Details of the administration of these questionnaires
are contained in Appendix IV. Although the F Scale was administered
to 83 candidates, one answer sheet was not included in the tabulation
because the subject failed to answer a sufficient number of the questions
to make the result meaningful.
Upon receipt of the completed questionnaires, the answers were
scored, punched on IBM cards and results computed and desired
comparisons made by use of the CDC 1604 computer available at the
Naval Postgraduate School utilizing programs developed and written
by the author.
In view of French and Ernest's findings that the relationship of
F = Scale scores to acceptance of military idology was somewhat
stronger when only the items dealing with attitudes toward authority,
conventionalism, and hard-headedness (1 . e. power-toughness) were
used a score based on this "Modified" F-Scale was also computed and
included in all tabulations .
Table 1 shows the means and associated standard deviations of
the control group of 100 second lieutenants for the F-Scale; F Scale
(Modified) and nine of the ten sub- scales. Two of the items from which
the "Concern with Sexual Goings On" sub- scale is derived were omitted
from the questionnaire. These two items were considered as "not
answered" and given the neutral weight of "4" in scoring the question-
naires as suggested by Adorno, et.al. While it is felt that this scoring





MEANS ANO STANDARD DEVIATIONS






F SCALE (MODIFIED) 3.55 , .71
SUE





POWER-TOUGHNESS 3.95 ' .85
DESTRUCT-CYNICISM U.M9 1.U7
PROJECT IVITY 3.17 • 82
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did not appreciably affect the computation of the other Scale and Sub-
scale scores, since there are only three items in the sub scale in
question, the scores on this sub- scale were considered meaningless
for the purposes of this study and were, therefore, not included.
Table 2 contains the individual scores of the 82 officer candidates
and the associated standard deviations from the means of the control
group for the appropriate scales and sub scales. For ease in read-
ing, the fifth week rating on each candidate, discussed below, is
included in this table under column R„
Since time schedules associated with the academic situation did
not permit awaiting the final disposition of all candidates to whom the
test was administered (the 35th OC was scheduled to graduate approxi-
mately 1 June, well beyond the submission date of this paper) arrange-
ments were made to receive an evaluation of the candidates shortly
beyond the midpoint of the screening process. The screening process
is broken into two grading periods of five weeks each. The results
used in this study are the grades and ratings achieved by the candi-
dates at the end of the first grading period.
Table 3 shows the numerical score and descriptive rating for
each of the 82 candidates who completed the F- Scale questionnaire.
Based on academic achievement, and evaluation of leadership potentials
attitude and general progress, the platoon staff ranks each satisfactory




F SCALE AND SUBSCALE SCORES FOR OFFICER CANOIOATES ANO
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FROM MEAN OF CONTROL GROUP OF 100
SECOND LIEUTENANTS OF SIMILAR SOURCE
AUTH AUTH ANTI
S R SCLE FMOD CONV -SUB -AGG -INT SUPR POWR CYNC PROJ
1 U 4.04 4.21 3.00 5.14 3,75 3. CO 3.67 4.33 4.50 5.20
.90 .93-1.08 1.62 -.14 -.54 .90 .45 .00 2.49
2 U 3.68 3.58 5.25 2.29 4.63 6.75 2.00 2.17 6.50 2.80
.31 .04 1.43-1.23 .85 3 . li 5 -.69-2.09 1.37 -.45
3 S 4.32 4.42 4.75 3.57 5.13 4.75 3.00 4.33 6.00 3.80
1.37 1.23 .87 .05 1.41 1.32 .26 .45 1.03 .78
U S 3.89 4.11 4.25 4.86 4.38 4.00 4.17 3.50 3.50 5.00
.66 .79 .31 1.33 .57 .53 1.37 -.53 -.68 2.25
5 S 4.21 4.00 4.25 3.29 4.50 4.00 4.33 4.50 6.50 5.60
1.19 .64 .31 -.23 .71 .53 1.53 .65 1.37 2.98
6 3.89 3.89 3.75 3.71 4.63 4. CO 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.40
.66 .49 -.24 .19 .85 .53 .26 .06 .34 .29
8 S 2.57 2.89 2.25 3.00 2.50 1.25 1.33 4.83 3.00 2.40
-1.52 -.92-1.91 -.52-1.54-2.40-1.32 1.04-1.02 -.94
9 U 4.64 4.32 4.50 5.00 3.25 5.50 4.83 5.67 7.00 5.40
1.90 1.08 .59 1.47 -.70 2.12 2.01 2.02 1.71 2.74
3.07 3.00 3.50, 3.29 3.25 2.75 3.67 3.33 1.50 3.80
-.69 -.77 -.52 -.23 -.70 -.80 .90 -.72-2.04 .78
3.89 4.26 5.00 4.00 4.63 4.00 3.00 4.67 3.00 2.60
.66 1.01 1.15 .48 .85 .53, .26 .84-1.02 -.69
3.86 3.95 3.75 4.00 4.13 4.00 3.00 4.50 5.50 3.20
.60 .56 -.24 .48 .29 .53 .26 .65 .69 .04
3.32 3.37 4.25 3.43 3.50 3.50 3.00 3.67 4.00 2.40
-.28 -.25 .31 -.09 -.42 -.01 .26 -.33 -.34 -.94
3.75 4.32 6.00 4.00 5.00 4.50 1.00 4.83 4.00 l.eo
.43 1.08 2.27 .48 1.27 1 .06-1 .63 1 .04 -.34-1.67
4.43 4.84 6.25 6.29 4.25 4.75 3.50 4.67 6.50 2.80
1.54 1.82 2.54 2.75 .43 1.32 .74 .84 1.37 -.45
2.64 3.11 3.75 2.14 4.38 2.25 1.00 3.17 2.00 2.60
-.1.40 -.62 -.24-1.37 .57-1 . 33-1 .63 - .92- 1 .70 -.69
19 U 3.86 4.05 5«50 4.29 4.75 4.00 4.00 3.83 4.00 3.00
.60 .71 1.71 .76 .99 .53 1.21 -.14 -.34 -.20
20 S 3.89 4.16 4.25 4.71 3.75 3.00 3.50 5.17 3.00 4.60
.66 .86 .31 1.19 -.14 -.54 .74 1.43-1.02 1.76
21 3.64 4.00 3.75 3.86 4.75 4.25 2.50 4.17 1.50 2.80
.25 .64 -.24 .34 .99 .79 -.21, .25-2.04 -.45
22 4.14 3.63 4.00 2.86 3.63 5.50 3.17 4.83 6.00 5.00
1.07 .12 .04 -.66 -.28 2.12 .42 1.04 1.03 2.25
23 U 4.29 4.74 6.50 5.43 4.75 6.00 2.83 5.17 4.00 2.80





















S R SCLE FMOD CONV -SUB -AGG -INT SUPR POWR CYNC PROJ
26 3.82 3.89 3.25 U.86 3.75 1,25 4.33 5.00 5.50 2.20
.54 .1*9 -.80 1.33 -.14-2.U0 1.53 1 ,23 .69-1.18
27 S 4.36 5.11 4.75 6.14 5.38 2.75 2.33 I* .83 5.50 2.60
1.43 2.20 .87 2.61 1.69 -.80 ^.37 1.04 .69 -.69
28 S 3.64 3.47 3.50 U.86 2.63 3.00 3.67 It. 17 6.00 3.60
.25 -.11 -.52 1.33-1.40 -.54 .90 .25 1.03 .53
29 U 4.79 4.74 4.75 4.71 5.38 5.00 3.83 5.33 6.50 4.40
2.13 1.68 .87 1.19 1.69 1.59 1.06 1.62 1.37 1.51
30 4.29 4.11 4.75 4.00 3.88 4.00 4.67 4.83 6.50 3.60
1.31 .79 .87 .48 .00 .53 1.85 1.04 1.37 .53
31 S 3.43 3.11 4.00 3.57 3.00 3.25 2.50 3.33 7.00 3.80
-.10 -.62 .04 .05 -.98 -.27 -.21 -.72 1.71 .78
32 U 3.00 3.37 4.50 3.14 3.75 3.00 1.17 5.00 4.00 2.00
-.81 -.25 .59 -.37 -.14 -.54-1.U8 1.23
-.34-1.if3
33 U 3.46 3.37 4.75 3.00 3.38 4.00 2.83 3.33 3.00 3.20
-.05 -.25 .87 -.52 -.56 .53 .11 -.72-1.02 .04
34 U 4.11 4.37 4.50 4.43 4.63 4.50 3.505.00 4.00 3.80
1.01 1.16 .59 .90 .85 1.06 .74 1.23 -.34 .78
35 S 4.25 4.58 6.00 3.86 4.63 4.7$ 3.50 4.83 6.50 3.40
1.25 1.45 2.27 .34 .85 1.32 .74 1.04 1.37 .29
36 S 3.68 3.58 4.00 3.29 3.63 4.25 3.00 4.17 6.00 2.60
.31 .04 .04 -.23 -.28 .79 .26 .25 1.03 -.69
37 S 2.82 3.00 3.00 2.71 3.50 2.50 1.33 «».00 3.00 2.80
-1.10 -.77-1.08 -.80 -.42-1.07-1.32 .06-1.02 -.45
38 S 4.43 4.84 5.25 5.14 4.50 4.75 4.33 5.17 2.00 3.80
1.54 1.82 1.43 1.62 .71 1.32 1.53 1.43-1.70 .78
39 2.86 3.05 3.50 3.00 3.50 1.25 2.00 2.33 4.00 1.60
-1.05 -.70 -.52 -.52 -.42-2.40 -.69-1.90 -.34-1.92
40 S 4.50 4.58 4.25 5.71 4.63 3.75 4.17 4.83 4.50 3.e0
1.66 1.45 .31 2.18 .85 .26 1.37 1.04 .00 .78
41 S 4.57 4.58 5.25 5.43 4.38 4.00 4.83 H.33 6.50 3.80
1.78 1.45 1.43 1.90 .57 .53 2.01 .45 1.37 .78
42 U 2.36 2.53 4.50 2.57 2.50 4.00 2.00 1 .83 1.50 2.60
-1.87-1.44 .59 -.94-1.54 .53 -.69-2.49-2.04 -.69
43 U 3.89 4.32 3.50 4.57 4.50 3.50 3.83 4.33 2.50 4.80
.66 1.08 -.52 1.05 .71 -.01 1.06 .45-1.36 2.00
44 4.00 4.16 2.75 4.86 4.25 3.25 1.83 5.33 6.50 2.80
.84 .86-1.36 1.33 .43 -.27 -.84 1.62 1.37 -.45
45 U 4.04 4.16 4.25 4.14 5.25 3.75 4.33 3.83 5.00 3. MO
.90 .86 .31 .62 1.55 .26 1.53 -.14 .34 .29
46 U 3.57 3.68 4.50 4.00 3.75 3.25 2.83 3.83 4.00 2.40
.13 .19 .59 .48 -.14 -.27 .11 -.14 -.34 -.94
"7 s
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S R SCLE FMOD CONV -SUB -AGG -INT SUPR POWR CYNC PROJ
72 U 4.54 4.26 4.25 5.00 4.50 5.25 5.50 4.00 4.00 5.40
1.72 1.01 .31 1.U7 .71 1.85 2.64 .06 -.34 2.74
73 S 3.79 4.11 5.00 4.71 4.25 3.75 3.50 3.83 4.00 2.80
.48 .79 1.15 1.19 .1*3 .26 .74 -.14 -.34 -.45
74 S 2.75 2.79 U.25 2.14 3.00 4.50 1.00 H.33 3.00 3.60
-1.22-1.07 .31-1.37 -.98 1.C6-1.63 .145-1.02 .53
75 ; 2.25 2.16 2.25 2.57 2.38 1.50 2.17 2.33 3.00 1.80
-2.05-1.96-1.91 -.94-1.68-2.13 -.53-1.90-1.02-1.67
76 4.14 4.53 5.005.43 4.75 4.00 2.33 4.33 7.00 2.80
1.07 1.38 1.15 1.90 .99 .53 -.37 .45 1.71 -.45
77 U 4.25 4.63 3.25 6.43 3.75 2.50 4.00 5.00 6.50 2.40
1.25 1.53 -.80 2.89 -.14-1.07 1.21 1.23 1.37 -.94
78 S 3.25 3.37 3.75 3.14 4.13 3.75 1.83 3.17 6.00 2.60
-.40 -.25 -.24 -.37 .29 .26 -.84 -.92 1.03 -.69
79 U 3.64 4.26 4.50 4.00 4.88 2. CO 2.67 4.67 3.50 1.60
.25 1.01 .59 .48 1.13-1.60 -.05 .84 -.68-1.92
80 U 3.54 3.53 5.50 4.14 3.50 4.25 3.67 3.17 3.50 2.20
.07 -.03 1.71 .62 -.42 .79 .90 -.92 -.68-1.18
81 U 3.75 4.00 4.50 4.57 3.88 2.25 3.50 4.67 5.00 3.00
.43 .64 .59 1.05 .00-1.33 .74 .84 .34 -.20
82 S 3.50 3.53 4.75 3.71 4.63 3.50 3.17 2.67 4.00 3.80
.01 -.03 .87 .19 .85 -.01 .42-1.51 -.34 .78
83 S 3.25 3.47 1.50 3.86 3.38 1.50 3.00 4.17 5.50 2.40
-.40 -.11-2.75 .34 -.56-2.13 .26 ,25 .69 -.94
84 S 3.96 4.11 4.00 4.57 4.25 3.75 2.33 4.17 5.00 3.40
.78 .79 .04 1.05 .43 .26 -.37 .25 .34 .29
85 U 3.50 3.47 5.25 3.57 3.88 5.00 3.17 3.17 1.00 3.20
.01 -.11 1.43 .05 .00 1.59 .42 -.92-2.38 .04
86 3.89 4.42 4.50 4.00 5.50 2.75 2.00 4.33 4.50 2.60
.66 1.23 .59 .48 1.83 -.80 -.69 .45 .00 -.69
32

based on his standing within the platoon. This rating scale is constructed
to preserve a close relationship between numerical grade and standing
within the platoon regardless of the size platoon. Candidates rated
unsatisfactory are not given a numerical grade.
Table 4 is the summation of the relationship of all the other
tables and provides the information against which the concept of the
study can be evaluated, This table shows the percentages of candi-
dates, by rating, scoring in selected ranges of standard deviations































































































































































































ARE NOT GIVEN A GRAD




PERCENTAGES OF RATINGS (0,S,U) SCORING IH INDICATED RANGES





BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO>0. 5 TO+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0000 .0833 .0833 .0000 .2500 .3333 .2500 .0000
S .0930 .0930 .0233 .1395 .2558 .1628 .1163 .1163
U .1111 .0000 .1481 .1111 .2222 .,1481 .1111 .1481
F SCALE (MODIFIED)
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO+0.5 TO + 1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0000 .0000 .1667 .1667 .2500 .2500 .1667 .0000
S .0465 .0698 .1163 .1395 .1163 .2558 .1395 .1163
U .0370 .11*81 .0741 .1852 .0741 .1481 .1852 .1481
SUBSCALES
CONVENTIONAL
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO+0.5 TD+1..0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0833 .0833 .1667 .1667 .1667 .1667 .1667 .0000
S .0930 .0930 .0698 .1163 .2326 .1395 .1628 .0930
U .1111 .0370 .1852 .0000 .1111 .3333, .0741 .1U81
AUTH-SUBMISSION
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO+0.5 TO+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0000 .0833 .1667 .0000 .5000 .0000 .1667 .0833
S .0698 .0698 .0698 .1395 .2093 .1163 .1163 .2093
U .0741 .0370 .1111 .0741 .2222 .1481 .1852 .1481
AUTH-AGGRESSION
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO+0.5 T3+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0000 .0833 .0833 .2500 .2500 .2500 .0000 .0833
S .0698 .0698 .0930 .1395 .1860 .2558 .1395 .0465
U .1111 .0370 .1111 .2222 .1111 .2593 .0370 .1111
ANTI-INTRACEPTION
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO+0.5 T3+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.1667 .1667 .0833 .0833 .OCOO .4167 .0000 .0833
S .1860 .0698 .1163 .1395 .0930 .1860 .1860 .0233
U .0741 .1481 .1111 .1111 .0370 .1852 .0741 .2593
»
SUPERSTITION
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO TO+0.5 TO+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0000 .0000 .2500 .2500 .1667 .0833 .0000 .2500






BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO
.0833 .0000 .1667 .0833
S .0930 .0698 .1860 .1163
U .2222 .0000 .2222 .1111
TO+0.5 T3+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.3333 .0000 .2500 .0833
.2093 .1395 .1628 .0233
.1111 .1111 .1481 .0741
DESTRUCT-CYNICISM
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO
.1667 .0000 .0000 .1667
S .0930 .1860 .0465 .1628
U .1111 .0741 .1481 .2222
TO+0.5 TO+1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
1667 .0833 ; .3333 .0833
1163 .1395, .2093 .0465
1111 .074 1 .1852 .0741
PROJECTIVITY
BELOW-1.5 TO-1.0 TO-0.5 TO
.0833 .0833 .1667 .3333
S .1163 .0930 .2326 .1163
U .1111 .0741 .2593 .2222
T0*0j5 TO + 1.0 TO+1.5 ABOVE
.0833 .0833 .0833 .0833
.1163 .2326 .0000 .0930
•1111 .0370 .0000 .1852




ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
The analysis of the data generated as a result of the administration
of the F Scale to the two groups involved in this study
,
and contained
in Tables 1-4 of Chapter IV, will be confined to the relationship
between satisfactory and unsatisfactory candidates" scores and the
mean and standard deviation of the control population of 100 second
lieutenants
.
No attempt will be made to assess the significance of the scores,
means, and standard deviations per se because of the limitations of
this paper. It is hoped that others will find these data useful in the
continuing study of personality and personality testing.
A hasty glance at Table 2 reveals the not surprising information
that candidates do possess widely varying personality elements as
measured by the F-Scale. An initial reading of Table 4 indicates
that there is measureable difference in the percentages of the
variously rated candidates found in various intervals of standard
deviations from the mean of the control group.
However, the question this study seeks to answer does not involve
readily accepted concepts that personalities vary and that elements
of personality can be measured, but rather whether they can be measured
in a fashion to differentiate between satisfactory and unsatisfactory
candidates to a degree that would assist the Marine Corps in screening
39

applicants. Our present system of post- entry screening is highly
successful in screening out unsatisfactory candidates. To be useful
v
personality testing would have to provide for screening out mainly
unsatisfactory candidates with only a very few potentially satisfactory
and/or outstanding candidates being screened out by the same vehicle.
In general, there is a tendency for the outstanding candidates to
cluster more closely about the mean of the control group than either
the satisfactory or unsatisfactory candidates. There also seems to be
a fairly consistent "stairstep" relationship from outstanding to satis-
factory to unsatisfactory, or vice-versa above and below 1.5 standard
deviations on both scales and most sub- scales. This is true when
viewed from the standpoint of percentages, but in view of the size
of the various groups percentages can be misleading and should not
be considered in this study without due attention to the actual numbers
involved as well, since we will never have parity in size among these
three groups. For example, had the F- Scale been used to screen this
group of candidates, it would have screened out 4 (. 1481) unsatis-
factory candidates but at the same time it would also have screened
out 5 (.1165) satisfactory candidates . Such a pre-entry "trade-off"
could never be justified. Some "trade-off" is always necessary in a
selection process and at present there are undoubtedly applicants who
are potentially satisfactory or even outstanding candidates who do not
survive the initial "field" screening. However, it is one thing to
40

recognize the probability of such "trade- off" without quantification, but
quite another to deliberately quantify the number of successful candi
dates you are willing to forego in order to avoid taking "x" number of
unsuccessful candidates. But since no reputable designer of tests
will ever guarantee 100% reliability or validity, the necessity for
such a "tradeoff" must be recognized and accepted before use can
be made of any type of test; personality, aptitude, or intelligence.
The magnitude of the "trade-off" would have to be a policy matter,
but it would obviously have to be one that could reasonably be met by
a test and at the same time one that would produce significant results
in manpower and economic savings for the Marine Corps.
There are two sub- scales which seem to come closest to meeting
the requirements for "trade- off" set forth above. These are the
"Anti = intraception" sub- scale and the "power toughness" sub- scale.
Had above 1.5 SD on the "anti intraception" sub-scale been used as a
screening device, the "trade-off" would have been 7 (.2593) unsatis =
factory for 2 (1 outstanding, 1 satisfactory), or a ratio of slightly
better than 3:1. Had below 1.5 SD on the "power-toughness" sub- scale
been added to this, the percentage of unsatisfactory candidates that
would have been screened rises to 48.5, but with a decrease in the
"trade-off" ratio to about 2:1 . This type of addition can only be done
in-cases such as this where an individual candidate appears in only one
of the two categories being considered, (i.e. We must avoid screen
ing out the same individual more than once.)
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Additional such comparisons could undoubtedly be made, and an
item analysis would probably develop even higher percentages and
ratios, but it is not theparpose of this paper to examine the extent
to which a particular test could be used in pre-entry screening of
applicants, but rather to examine the possibility that non-cognitive






1. There are definite personality variances between successful
and unsuccessful candidates.
2. To a degree the variances can be measured by psychological
testing.
3. Non-cognitive testing would assist in pre-entry screening
of applicants
.
4. Utilization of non=cognitive testing to screen out potentially
unsatisfactory candidates would also result in the pre-entry rejection
of some potentially satisfactory candidates.
5. In view of the effectiveness of the present post- entry screen-
ing process, while non-cognitive testing appears to hold promise
from the standpoint of manpower and economic savings, it could never
replace post- entry screening of candidates.
6. A test evaluating both personality and motivation would
probably be even more useful than a personality test alone.
Summary.
It appears that a properly researched and designed personality
and motivation test would benefit the Marine Corps in the pre-entry
screening of applicants for Officer Candidate Courses.
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In view of the long lead time involved in other officer procure-
ment programs, the value of the use of non-cognitive testing in the
pre-entry screening of these applicants appears more uncertain,
but the possibility should not be dismissed entirely-
Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va . provides ideal conditions
for the conduct of studies into the personality elements and moti-
vational factors which contribute to success as a Marine Corps
officer,, Every year from September until the following June there
are representative groups of Marine Officers of varying ages, back-
grounds, and experience in attendance at schools appropriate to
their rank.
Since selection for attendance at these schools is, in itself, a
measure of success, and since there is a new group each year the
Marine Corps has a unique opportunity to develop a continuing body
of information which would approach a currency seldom achieved in
studies of this nature and which would be invaluable in these times of
rapidly changing requirements.
If this study has succeeded in pointing out one small area where
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COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE "INTERESTS" AND "PERSONALITY'
TESTS 1
Interests
How Well Do You Know Your Interests?
Time: 20 minutes
Author: E, F. Wonderlic
Publisher: Wonderlic Personnel Test Co.
P. O. Box 7
Northfield, 111.
Interest Check List (Interviewing Aid)
Time: 20 minutes
Author: United States Employment Service
Publisher: U. S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D. C.
Kuder Preference Record = Occupational
Time: 25 to 35 minutes
Author: Frederic Kuder
Publisher: Science Research Associates
57 West Grand Ave. , Chicago 10, 111.
Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Men , Revised
Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Women, Revised
Time: 30 to 60 minutes
Author: Edward K. Strong, Jr.
Publisher: Consulting Psychologists Press
270 Town and Country Village
Palo Alto, Calif.
Source for most items. Sands, Edith. How to Select




Activity Vector Analysis for Adults. (Available only to those who
have completed the publisher's course on the use of this test.)
Time: 5 to 10 minutes
Author: W. V. Clarke Associates , Inc.
324 Waterman Ave.
E. Providence 14, R. I.
The Adjustment Inventory . Adult form
Time: 25 minutes
Author: Hugh M. Bell
Publisher: Consulting Psychologists Press
270 Town and Country Village
Palo Alto, Calif.
California Psychological Inventory
Time: 45 to 60 minutes
Author: Harrison G. Gough
Publisher: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.
270 Town and Country Village
Palo Alto, California
California Test of Personality (1953 revision) for Adults
Time: 45 to 60 minutes
Author: L. P. Thorpe, W. W. Clark, and E. W. Tiegs
Publisher: California Test Bureau
5916 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, California
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule. Adults
Time: 40 to 55 minutes
Author: Allen L. Edwards
Publisher: Psychological Corporation
304 E. 45th St.
New York 17, N. Y.
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Gordon Personal Inventory - Adults
Gordon Personal Profile = Adults
Time: 15 to 20 minutes each
Author: Leonard V. Gordon




Author: J. P. Guilford and H. G. Martin
Publisher: Sheridan Supply Co.




Guilford°Zimmerman Temperament Survey . Adults
Time: 50 minutes
Author: J. P. Guilford and W. S. Zimmerman
Publisher: Sheridan Supply Co.
P. O. Box 837
Beverly Hills s Calif.
Incomplete Sentence Test for Industrial Use. Adults, separate
men and women (projective).
Time: 15 to 25 minutes
Author: George Spache
Publisher: George Spache
Reading Laboratory and Clinic
University of Florida
Gainesville, Fla.
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory , Revised Edition. Avail-
able in either individual or group form.
Time: 30 to 90 minutes
Authors: S. R. Hathaway and J . C. McKinely
Publisher: Psychological Corp
.
304 E. 45th St.
New York 17, N. Y.
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Kuder Preference Record = Personal. Adults
Time: 40 to 45 minutes
Author: G. Frederic Kuder
Science Research Associates
57 W. Grand Ave.
Chicago 10, 111.
The Purdue Rating Scale for Administrators and Executives. Report
Form B.
Time: 15 to 20 minutes
Author: H. H. Remmers and R. L. Hobson
Publisher: Personnel Evaluation Research Service
Division of Educational Reference
Perdue University
Lafayette, Ind.
Rorschach Inkblot Test (Psychodiagnostic Plates, Fifth Edition)
Individually administered (projective)
Time: 60 to 90 minutes
Author: Hermann Rorschach
Publisher: Hans Huber, Berne, Switzerland
U. S. Distributor: Grune and Stratton, Inc.
381 Fourth Ave.
New York 16, N. Y.
Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank. Adults (projective)
Time: 20 to 40 minutes
Author: J. B. Rotter and J . E, Rafferty
Publisher: Psychological Corp.
304 E. 45th St.
New York 17, N. Y.
S°Q Rorschach Test (Structured test suitable for administration to
groups)
Time: 50 minutes
Author: Joics B. Stone, Ph.D.
Publisher: California Test Bureau
5916 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
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Thematic Apperception Test. Individually administered (projective)
Time: 2 hours, in two sessions one day apart
Author: Henry A. Murray
Publisher: Harvard University Press
79 Garden St.
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Thurstone Temperamen t Schedule. Adults
Time: 15 to 20 minutes
Author: L. L. Thurstone
Publisher: Science Research Associates
57 W. Grand Ave.
Chicago 10, 111.
Miscellaneous
A Self-Rating Scale for Leadership Qualifications. Adult
Time: unk
Author: E. J. Benge
Publisher: National Foremen's Institute, Inc.
100 Garfield Ave.
New Haven, Conn.
SRA Employee Inventory - to measure employee attitudes
Time: 10 to 25 minutes
Authors: R. K. Burns, L. L. Thurstone, D. G. Moore, and
M. E. Baehr
Publisher: Science Research Associates
57 W. Grand Ave.
Chicago, 111.
Executive, Industrial, and Sales Personnel Forms for use as aids
in personnel selection









From: Lieutenant Colonel Roscoe L. BARRETT, Jr. 046062/0302/5715
USMC, Box 2665, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey-
California.
To: Commandant, Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va
.
Subj: Request for assistance in research in use of non~
cognitive tests in selection of U.S, Marine Corps
Officer Candidates.
1. The subject research is being conducted in partial
fulfillment of requirements for a Master of Science Degree in
Management at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School.
2. As part of this research I would like to have a short
paper and pencil test administered to 100 Basic School
students initially procured through the Officer Candidate
program and to 100 members of the spring Officer Candidate
Class
.
3. As a former Operations Officer of the OCS (then T & T Regt.)
I appreciate the work-load and scheduling problems at both the
OCS and The Basic School. The tests require no special facilities
and in fact may be self administered on an individual basis
.
Time required to complete the test should not exceed one half
hour.
4. The only requirements placed on the OCS and The Basic School
would be assuring random selection of the individuals,
distribution and collection of tests, and mailing them to the
undersigned.
5. Administration of the tests will not require coordination
between The Basic School and the OCS since times of administering
will be independent.
6. If this request is approved, it is further requested that
direct liaison with CO, TBS and CO, OCS be authorized.
/s/ Roscoe L. Barrett, Jr.









In Reply Refer To
3C/afg
29 Feb 1964
From: Commandant, Marine Corps Schools
To: Lieutenant Colonel Roscoe L. BARRETT, Jr.
,
046062/0302/5715, USMC, Box 2665, USNPG School
,
Monterey, California
Subj: Request for assistance in research in use of
non-cognitive tests in selection of U.S. Marine
Corps Officer Candidates
Ref: (a) LtCol BARRETT'S ltr , same subj, of 12 Feb 1964
1. Marine Corps Schools will be pleased to assist you
in the subject research as requested by reference (a).
2. The Commanding Officers of Basic School and Officer
Candidates School have indicated their willingness to
administer the subject tests , and direct liaison with
them is authorized for this purpose.
3. Please furnish this command one copy of your completed
research paper.








From: Lieutenant Colonel Roscoe L. BARRETT, Jr. 046062 USMC
Box 2665, USNPG School, Monterey, California




Assistance in research project*
Ref: (a) CMCS ltr 3C/afg dtd 29 Feb 1964
Encl: (1) 120 questionnaires
1. Reference (a) indicated your willingness to assist me in
a research project by administering non= cognitive tests.
2. I would like to have the enclosed questionnaires completed
by at least 100 students of The Basic School. It is not
necessary that they place their names on the forms.
3. The only qualification is that those completing the
questionnaire be individuals whose initial entry to active
duty was through the Officer Candidate program.
4. To prevent bias and to provide a representative group
it is requested that completion not be a voluntary undertaking
and that it be done on a platoon basis, if possible.
5. The questionnaires completed by The Basic School students
will be used to construct a standard score against which to
compare questionnaires completed by officer candidates in an
effort to predict individual success/failure of these candidates.
The purpose is to investigate what, if any, benefit the Marine
Corps might derive from a "personality type" test administered
to prospects for the OC program.
6. My telephone number is Area Code 408, 624^5195 and I will
welcome collect calls from you or a member of your staff to
clarify any points or answer additional questions that arise.
I can be reached at the above number any week-day between
1000 1100 Eastern Standard Time.
7. Thank you for your cooperation and please extend my thanks
also to the individual students and members of your staff who
assist in this project.
/s/ Roscoe L. Barrett, Jr.





From: Lieutenant Colonel Roscoe L. BARRETT, Jr., 046062 USMC
Box 2665, USNPG School, Monterey, California
To: Commanding Officer, Officer Candidates School, Marine
Corps Schools, Quantico, Va.
Subj: Assistance in research project
Ref: (a) CMCS ltr 3C/afg dtd 29 Feb 1964
Encl: (1) 120 questionnaires
1. Reference (a) indicated your willingness to assist in
a research project by administering non=cognitive tests.
2. I would like to have about 100 candidates complete the
enclosed questionnaire. (Encl(l)). This number is flexible
and can be adjusted to make the number compatable with platoon
size of the current OC class.
3. My main interest is that the group include as broad a
spread of candidate types as possible.
4. If, as in the past, platoons were formed as individuals
reported (i. e. A-l.B-1, C=l, A-2, B 2 etc
.
) , completion of
the questionnaires by members of the 2d and 4th platoons of
the middle company would be ideal.
5. In this regard, I would like for questionnaires to be
completed by all individuals initially assigned to these platoons,
provided they are still available, regardless of current status
(i.e. including NPQs awaiting discharge, DORs and UNSATS
awaiting orders).
6. Since I am primarily interested in those entering from
civilian life, I would also appreciate it if a notation
indicating those who are meritorious NCO's could be made on
the papers
.
7. What I am going to attempt to do is predict success/failure
of these individuals by comparison with a standard population
based on the group tested at The Basic School. The purpose
is to investigate what, if any, benefit the Marine Corps might
derive from a "personality type*' test administered to prospects






Assistance in research project.
8. Unfortunately, my paper must be turned in prior to the
graduation date of this OC, but if I could receive a roster
of the two platoons as of the end of the 7th week with
UNSATS, DORs, NPQs , and borderline cases indicated, this
will provide me with sufficient results for the purpose of
this paper. Recognizing that an NPQ in some cases conceals
a potential UNSAT or DOR, indication of this possibility
through a question mark after the NPQ notation, where appropriate
would be helpful.
9. My telephone number is Area Code 408, 624-5195. I will
welcome collect calls from you or a member of your staff to
clarify any points or answer additional questions that arise.
I can be reached at the above number any week=day between
1000-1100 Eastern Standard Time.
10. Thank you for your cooperation.
/s/ Roscoe L. Barrett, Jr.











To: Lieutenant Colonel Roscoe L. BARRETT, Jr. 046062 USMC
Box 2665, USNPG School, Monterey, California
From: Commanding Officer
Subj: Research Project
Ref: (a) Your letter of 17 March 1964, same subject
Encl: (1) 100 completed questionnaires
(2) Written narrative of introductory remarks,
1. Enclosure (1) contains 100 completed copies of your question-
naire which was administered to members of Basic Class 3-64,
all of whom entered active duty through the Officer Candidate
program.
2. Enclosure (2) is a written narrative that was used as a
guide to introduce your questionnaire to those Officers
selected to complete it.
3. I hope both enclosures are of assistance to you.








To: Lt Col Barrett
1. These questionnaires I am afraid do not measure up
completely to your request.
2. We had no prior military service types tested.
3. When the selected platoons appeared (2d and 3d of A and
B Companies) there were only 84 men.
4. All NPQs and DORs had already departed.
5. We can give you the leadership list as of the end of the
first grading period. I will send this along as soon as it
becomes available (11 = 18 April).
6. If there is anything else I can do, please call on me.
/s/ W. R. Von Harten
MEMO:
To: Lt Col Barrett
20 April 1964
1. This is the combined leadership list of the OCC Candidates
who participated in the study questionnaire. The man numbers
shown on the list correspond with the man numbers shown on the
individual questionnaires sent to you previously.
2. The numerical grade shown is derived from the conversion
table to indicate each candidate's standing in his platoon.
The word grade is assigned by individual platoon leaders and
may or may not correspond throughout with the numerical grades
in other platoons. The best criteria to use then, is the
numerical grade to compare one man's potential against anothers.
3. I hope that this satisfies your request, but if it doesn't
please let me know, and I will give you whatever information I
have.







Early this month (March) Lt. Col.R. L. Barrett (an advanced
degree candidate at Graduate School, Monterey, California)
requested support from the Commandant , Marine Corps Schools.
In part, he requested that the CO of The Basic School administer
the questionnaire you have on your desk to members of this Command,
Qualifications:
Lt. Col. Barrett's request of The Basic School contained
two qualifications:
a) that at least 100 officer-students, whose initial entry
to active duty was through the Officers' Candidate program,
complete the questionnaire.
b) that the officers completing the questionnaire be a
representative group, selected at random.
With this in mind, is there anyone in this group who did not
enter active duty through the Officers Candidate Program?
Procedure:
Read the statement at the top of your questionnaire (allow
60 seconds). Are there any questions as to how the question-
naire is to be completed?
There is no time limit. Please take your time. Do not
place your name on the questionnaire. If you have any questions,
raise your hand or come up here and I will be glad to try and
help you.
Closing:
Just how Lt. Col. Barrett will use your response I am not





a) Officers selected were members of Basic Class 3=64
b) They were selected at random as follows:
1) 51 Officer = students from each of the two companies
of Class 3=64.
2) This 51 represents 17 Officer- students from each of
the three platoons within each company,
3) This gave a total of 102 officers (due to illness













To: Captain W. R. Von Harten, 067345/0302/3010, USMC
Subj
:
Temporary Additional Duty as Testing Officer,
Assignment to
Encl: (1) Questionnaire to be administered
1. Purpose. To assign to you, temporary additional duty as
a testing officer to carry out non=cognitive testing of
approximately one-hundred candidates of the 35th Officer
Candidate Course.
2. Background. An officer formerly assigned to the Officer
Candidates School, now seeking a Master of Science Degree at
the USNPG School at Monterey, California has been given per =
mission to administer a personality questionnaire (encl: (1) }
to O.C.S. and The Basic School. This testing is intended to
research the relationship between the traits examined in the
questionnaire and the relative success in the service. We
are not interested in, nor will we examine the answers given,
so the testee should be candid. The questionnaire has no
connection whatsoever to the evaluation in this course or to
any later time in the Marine Corps. Anyone strongly opposed
to this type of test need not take it.
3. Method of Administering .
a. To be given only to Officer Candidates coming from
civilian life.
b. Each candidate taking the test will be assigned a
number which will be put on the cover sheet of each questionnaire.
c. No one at the Officer Candidate School will examine




d. After a period of time, the Officer Candidates School
will furnish the analyst a capsule evaluation (outstanding,
satisfactory, unsatisfactory, etc) using the assigned candidate number
e. The list of names and corresponding numbers will then
be destroyed.
3. Action, You are directed to administer the questionnaire
(encl: (1)) to a random selection of approximately one=hundred
candidates no later than 1 April 1964. Candidates will be
informed on the background and method of administering the test.
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